


















Problems of the Sensitivity Parameter
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The sensitivity parameter is widely used in measuring the severity of fine-tuning, although many
examples show it doesn’t work under certain circumstances. We argue that the dimensional effect
is the reason why it fails in those scenarios, and proposed a solution to solve these problems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The principle of naturalness introduced by Wilson and ’t Hooft[1] requires the radiative corrections to a measurable
parameter should not be much larger than the measurable parameter itself, therefore we do not need a magical
fine-tune mechanism to adjust the parameters of a theory.











at one-loop the renormalization of a scalar mass is of the form:
m2 = m20 − g
2Λ2 (2)
where m0 is the bare mass, Λ is the cut-off energy scale. Obviously, the radiative corrections to the fundamental
scalar mass are quadratically divergent. Because of the great energy scale difference between the light scalar mass
and the bare mass, therefore a fine-tuning mechanism that can adjust m0 and Λ very precisely is required. Otherwise
any minute variation of m0 and Λ will completely change the value of the light scalar mass.
In order to qualitatively describe the severity of fine-tuning, R. Barbirei and G.F.Giudice et al.[2] proposed a
sensitivity parameter c to quantitatively calculate the level of fine-tuning. If we have a fundamental Lagrangian
parameter x and a measurable parameter y, If we varies the Lagrangian parameter x, based on the corresponding
















here need to emphasis that the Lagrangian parameter x and the measurable parameter y may have different units,
while the sensitivity parameter c will be used to compare the fine-tuning properties of different models, therefore we
would like to see it is model independent. Certainly a dimensionless formation is the best choice. So in the definition
of the sensitivity parameter c, relative variations δy/y and δx/x are used as the basis of the comparison. Sensitivity
c = 10 is usually chose as the maximum allowed sensitivity for any models to be categorized as “natural”, any model
or any parameter range with c≫ 10 is “unnatural” (or fine-tuned), and should be abandoned.
The sensitivity criterion has been subsequently adopted by many researchers since then. It has been applied in
many fields, for example, setting a naturalness contour for SUSY particle search[3], or the fine-tuning problem of the
neutrino seesaw mechanism[4]. But do we really know the sensitivity parameter well enough to say it correctly reflects
the severity of fine-tuning? Is the sensitivity criterion reliable?
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2II. PROBLEMS OF THE SENSITIVITY CRITERION
Although in many examples the largeness of the sensitivity parameter is usually in good correspondence to the fine-
tuning, many researchers soon found it does not accurately represent the severity of fine-tuning in certain scenarios.
The most famous examples among them are given by G. Anderson et al[5] and P. Ciafaloni et al[8].
The example given by G. Anderson et al[5] is regarding the high sensitivity of proton mass mp to the variation of
the strong coupling constant g. Because the relation between the proton mass mp and the strong coupling constant
g and the Planck scale MP is:












According to the sensitivity criterion, it is fine-tuned. But it is well known that the lightness of the proton mass
is the result of the gauge symmetry, not the result of any fine-tuning mechanism. In this example, the sensitivity
parameter failed to reflect the the severity of fine-tuning correctly.
The example given by P. Ciafaloni et al[8] is about the high sensitivity of the Z-boson mass. When the Z-boson mass





Where gH is the hidden sector gauge coupling constant renormalized atMp, and l is a constant. Like the first example,
the calculated sensitivity c for the second example is also much larger than the maximum allowed sensitivity, although
we know Z-boson mass is also not fine-tuned.
Compare Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), both of them have a similar mathematical formation. Actually, if we calculate
the sensitivity c of any weak scale mass by varying a related coupling constant at the grand unification scale, the
sensitivity parameters are always very large no matter whether the weak scale mass is really fine-tuned or not. All
these examples show the sensitivity parameter is not reliable.
To solve these problems, many authors proposed alternative prescriptions. G. Anderson et al [5, 6, 7]. first
introduced the idea of probability distribution, they argued that, some physical parameters do have intrinsic large
sensitivity, we need to use c¯, the probability average of the sensitivity c, to rescale the sensitivity parameter, the result
would reflect the fine-tuning level correctly:
γ = c/c¯ (7)
Based on this criterion, only those with γ ≫ 1 should be considered as fine-tuned.
















where ∆y is the experimentally allowed range of the parameter x. They argued that correctly choose the experimen-
tally allowed range would solve these problems.
Although many authors attempted to give a correct numerical description of the naturalness level, none of them can
claim quantitative rigor. No explanation has been proposed to explain why sometimes we have such a large sensitivity
for a not fine-tuned parameter. The calculated fine-tuning level usually depends on what criterion we use, and the
results may reflect the naturalness properties correctly or incorrectly. Because the sensitivity criterion plays such an
important role, it is worth to investigate the relationship between the naturalness and the sensitivity, find the reason
why the sensitivity is so large for these two examples we just discussed.
3III. THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT DIMENSION
It is meaningless to compare two quantities with completely different units. In order to do so we need first
convert them to a comparable format. This is what we did in the definition of the sensitivity parameter: If we are
given a dimension zero Lagrangian parameter x and a dimension one observable parameter y, we first calculate the
corresponding relative variations δx/x and δy/y, thus both of them become dimensionless and can be compared. It
looks the problem of comparing parameters with different mass dimensions has been solved, but later we will find
actually it is not, the problem of different mass dimension is still there.
Without considering the interactions, the renormalization of a physical quantity x usually can be written as an
exponential function of the energy scale Λ:
x ≈ x˜Λn (9)
where n is the mass dimension of the physical quantity x.
Now if we are given two parameters, parameter x with mass dimension n, and parameter y with mass dimension
m. Here for simplicity, we assume both mass dimensions n and m are not zero. If the corresponding initial values at










These two are the parametric equations of the energy scale Λ. In the space spanned by the parameters x and y,





















)m/n + ... (13)

















The first term represents the contribution from the dimensional effect, which means if parameter x and y have
different mass dimensions, the initial variations at Λ0 will either be enlarged or shrank when the energy scale reaches Λ,
even if these two parameters y and x are unrelated. This term only depends on the mass dimensions of the parameters
we are comparing. Whatever model we choose, or whatever physical relation between these two parameters, it is always
there. It should not be counted into the measuring of the fine-tuning level. The second term is the contributions from
the physical relation between x and y. It is model dependent, which reflects the real level of fine-tuning.














Normally, when the mass dimensions of two parameters are identical, it becomes one and can be ignored. But under
certain circumstances, for example, when n is very small, cd will be much larger than the contributions from other
mechanisms, the calculated sensitivity parameter can not reflect the real level of fine-tuning, it becomes unreliable.
4FIG. 1: Result of a small variation at the energy scale Λ0
This effect is known as the scaling effect in statistical physics. We have this effect here is because in the renor-
malization, the contributions from different mass dimensions are not linear, they are exponential functions. While in
the definition of the sensitivity parameter c, the relative variation δy/y we used can not fully remove the nonlinear
effect introduced by the exponential functions. This is the reason why the sensitivity criterion failed in the examples
previously discussed, because in these examples, masses are compared with coupling constants.
It is much more complex for a real model in high energy physics. First, most physical quantities we interested
are either dimension one (for example, masses), or dimension zero (for example, coupling constants). We can no
longer assume both exponents are nonzero. We need to calculate the contribution when comparing a dimension one
parameter and a dimension zero parameter. Second, for a real model, there are complex interactions among these
parameters, thus, the exponents of these quantities usually are not equal to their mass dimensions.
Now consider the renormalization of a physical quantity p in four dimensional space:
p = Zp0 (16)










In the right hand side of the β function the partial derivative part is also proportional to p, which means for a
parameter with zero mass dimension, in the right hand side of the renormalization group equation, the first order




2 + ... (19)












Here the partial derivative part now is proportional to the dimension zero coupling constants that involved in the




p = c1p+ c2p
2 + ... (22)
Therefore although the exponent of a parameter may not be equal to its mass dimension, the renormalization
group equations for the mass dimension one parameter and the mass dimension zero parameter still have significant
differences. These differences will contribute to the sensitivity parameter.
Supposed we have a mass dimension one parameter y and a mass dimension zero parameter x, for simplicity only
consider the lowest order term:
dy
dt




2 + ... (24)
Usually, the coefficients c1 and c2 are functions of y and x. Similarly, in the space spanned by x and y, change the
parametric equations of t to:



























The sensitivity cd now is not only decided by the lowest order term coefficients but also depends on the initial value.
Therefore, given a specific parameter range, we may not always find cd is large enough to influence the fine-tuning
judgment. The contribution from cd will dominant only under certain special conditions. Especially, when the initial
value of the mass dimension zero parameter happen to be very small. This is coincident with the examples given by
G Anderson et al and P. Coafaloni et al, where the coupling constants happen to be very small. Thus their large
sensitivity parameters are just the result of the dimensional effect. These examples show if we use the variations of
coupling constants to estimate the fine-tuning properties of a model, we may overestimate the level of fine-tuning,
but many researchers still use this method[4].
IV. MODIFICATION TO THE SENSITIVITY CRITERION
Fine-tuning problems exist in many places, not just in renormalization. While the effects of different dimension
only exist when the parameters we want to compare are in different energy scales. For instance, one is a weak scale
observable parameter while the other is a Lagrangian parameter in the grand unification scale. The parameter values
6in these two energy scales are linked by renormalization. Therefore the dimensional effect will play an important role.
We need a modification to the sensitivity parameter.
But as we know the fine-tuning problems also exist when parameters are in the same energy scale. For example,
in some mass mixing mechanisms. These parameters don’t have any energy scale difference. So we do not need to
consider the contribution from the dimensional effect. No modification is required to the sensitivity parameters.
For the fine-tuning problems related with different energy scales, We do need to consider the contribution from
the dimensional effect. Because this is the reason why the sensitivity parameter failed to correctly represent the
















Theoretically speaking, this prescription can solve the problems of the sensitivity criterion previously discovered.
But technically, in order to apply this prescription, we need the knowledge of the scaling behavior of these parameters.
Because for a real model those exponents are different with the mass dimension. For example, we should count the
contributions from the anomalous. That will be quite difficult and not straightforward. A better solution is to avoid
comparing parameters with different mass dimensions: We should always compare masses with masses, coupling
constants with coupling constants. Therefore we not only avoid the influences of the scaling behavior, but also avoid
those complex calculation.
V. CONCLUSION
The sensitivity criterion is widely used in measuring the level of fine-tuning, although many examples show it is
not reliable. In this paper we investigate the problems existed in the sensitivity criterion, found the reason why the
sensitivity parameter failed to represent the true level of fine-tuning is because of the dimensional effect. This effect
only exists when parameters with different mass dimensions are in the different energy scales. The contribution from
this effect should be subtracted when considering the fine-tuning problems under those circumstances. Technically it
may be very complex, therefore a better solution is to avoid comparing parameters with different mass dimensions,
otherwise we either overestimate or underestimate the severity of fine-tuning.
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